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Course: B.TechGroup: Matrix Method This set of Finite Element Method Multiple Choice Questions & Answers focuses on “Boundary Value Problems – 2”. 1. For A1=5, A2=10, A3=5, what is the value of the shape function at node 1 of the element shown? a) 0.15 b) 0.5 c) 0.35 d) 0.25 View AnswerAnswer: b Explanation: Total area,
A=A1+A2+A3 A=5+10+5 =20. The shape function at node 2 is given by (A2/A) =10/20 =0.5. 2. In a solid of revolution, if the geometry, support conditions, loads, and material properties are all symmetric about the axis and are independent of θ, then the problem can be treated as a ____ a) two-dimensional one b) one-dimensional one c)
three-dimensional one d) plane strain View AnswerAnswer: a Explanation: In a solid of revolution, if the geometry, support conditions, loads, and material properties are all symmetric about the axis and are independent of θ, then the problem can be treated as a two-dimensional problem. Moreover, due to the absence of stress variation in
the third dimension, such a problem is treated as a plain stress problem. 3. A function Q is evaluated at boundary 1-2 by boundary integral Q=∮q(s)*S(s)ds where q(s)=q0 and shape functions S(s) are S1, S2.S1=1-(s/l) and S2=1-S1 then Q1 is given by expression ____ a) \((\frac{1}{2})\)*q0*l b) q0*l c) \((\frac{1}{3})\)*q0*l d) \((\frac{1}
{6})\)*q0*l View AnswerAnswer: a Explanation: Given Q=∮q*S(s)ds Q1=\(\int_{0}^l\)q(s)*S1*ds =\(\int_{0}^l\)q0*(1-\((\frac{s}{l}))\)*ds =[q0*s*(1-\( (\frac{s}{2*1})\))] Putting limits of s from zero to l Q1=[(1-\(\frac{1}{2}\))*q₀*l]-0 =\((\frac{1}{2})\)*q₀*l. 4. In a static structural type Boundary Value Problem, at any fixed support, How many non-zero
Degrees Of Freedom exist? a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) 3 View AnswerAnswer: a Explanation: In a static structural type Boundary Value Problem, three types of supports exist. They are roller, fixed and hinged support. A fixed support has zero degrees of freedom where as a roller and a hinged support have two and one degree of freedom
respectively. 5. A function Q is evaluated at boundary 1-2 by boundary integral Q=∮q(s)*S(s)ds where q(s)=q0 and shape functions S(s) are S1, S2.S1=1-(s/l) and S2=1-S1 then Q3 is given by the value ____ a) \((\frac{1}{2})\) b) 1 c) \((\frac{1}{3})\) d) 0 View AnswerAnswer: d Explanation: Given Q=∮q*S(s)ds Since there is no q(s) defined
on sides 2-3 and 3-1 we take q(s)=0. Q3=\(\int_{0}^l\)0*S1*ds =0. 6. In a static structural type Boundary Value Problem, at any roller support, How many non-zero Degrees Of Freedom exist? a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) 3 View AnswerAnswer: c Explanation: In a static structural type Boundary Value Problem, three types of supports exist. They are
roller, fixed and hinged support. A fixed support has zero degrees of freedom where as a roller and a hinged support have two and one degree of freedom respectively. 7. A function Q is evaluated at boundary 1-2 by boundary integral Q=∮q(s)*S(s)ds where q(s)=q0*(s/l) and shape functions S(s) are S1, S2.S1=1-(s/l) and S2=1-S1 then Q1
is given by expression ___ a) \((\frac{1}{2})\)*q₀*l b) q₀*l c) \((\frac{1}{3})\)*q₀*l d) \((\frac{1}{6})\)*q₀*l View AnswerAnswer: d Explanation: Given Q=∮q*S(s)ds Along line 1-2, Q1=\(\int_{0}^l\)q(s)*S1*ds =\(\int_{0}^l\)q0*\((\frac{s}{l})\)*(1-\((\frac{s}{l}))\)*ds \(\int_{0}^l\)q0*\((\frac{s}{l})*ds-\int_{0}^l\)q0\(((\frac{s}{l})^2)\)*ds Putting limits of s from
zero to l Q1=\((\frac{1}{2})\)*q0*l-\((\frac{1}{3})\)*q0*l =q₀*l*\(((\frac{1}{2})-(\frac{1}{3}))\) =\((\frac{1}{6})\)*q₀*l. 8. In a static structural type Boundary Value Problem, at any hinged support, How many non-zero Degrees Of Freedom exist? a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) 3 View AnswerAnswer: b Explanation: In a static structural type Boundary Value
Problem, three types of supports exist. They are roller, fixed and hinged support. A fixed support has zero degrees of freedom where as a roller and a hinged support have two and one non-zero degree of freedom respectively. 9. A function Q is evaluated at boundary 1-2 by boundary integral Q=∮q(s)*S(s)ds where q(s)=q₀*(s/l) and shape
functions S(s) are S1, S2.S1=1-(s/l) and S2=1-S1 then Q2 is given by expression ___ a) \((\frac{1}{2})\)*q₀*l b) q₀*l c) \((\frac{1}{3})\)*q₀*l d) \((\frac{1}{6})\)*q₀*l View AnswerAnswer: c Explanation: Given Q=∮q*S(s)ds Along line 1-2, Q2 =\(\int_{0}^l\) q(s)*S2*ds =\(\int_{0}^l q_0*(\frac{s}{l})*(\frac{s}{l})*ds\) =\(\int_{0}^l*((\frac{s}{l})^2)*ds\)
Putting limits of s from zero to l = \((\frac{1}{3})\)*q₀*l. 10. For a linear triangular element with (xi, yi) as the coordinates of the ith node of the element, which option denotes twice the Area of the triangle? a) (x1y2 − x2y1) + (x2y3 − x3y2) + (x3y1 − x1y3) b) (x1y2 – x3y1) + (x2y3 – x1y2) + (x3y1 – x2y3) c) (x1y2 − x2y1) + (x2y3 − x3y2) d)
(x1y1 − x2y2) + (x2y2 − x3y3) + (x3y3 − x1y1) View AnswerAnswer: a Explanation: A linear triangular element has 3 nodes. With (xi, yi) as coordinates of ith node, the twice of area is given by determinant of the matrix \(\begin{pmatrix}1&x1&y1\\1&x2&y2\\1&x3&y3\end{pmatrix}\)which equals to (x1y2 − x2y1) + (x2y3 − x3y2) + (x3y1 −
x1y3). 11. For a linear triangular element with (xi, yi) as the coordinates of the ith node of the element the area=10units, the value of ∑αi from the standard relation αi+βiX+γiY=(2/3)*Area where X=∑xi, Y=∑yi is ___ a) 10 b) 20 c) 30 d) 40 View AnswerAnswer: b Explanation: A linear triangular element has 3 nodes. With (xi, yi) as
coordinates of ith node, the twice of area is given by determinant of the matrix \(\begin{pmatrix}1&x1&y1\\1&x2&y2\\1&x3&y3\end{pmatrix}\) which equals to (x1y2 − x2y1) + (x2y3 − x3y2) + (x3y1 − x1y3). Then from the standard relation we have ∑αi = (x2y3 − x3y2) + (x3y1 − x1y3) + (x1y2 − x2y1) =2*Area =2*10 =20. 12. For a linear
triangular element with (xi, yi) as the coordinates of the ith node of the element the area=10units, the value of ∑βi from the standard relation αi+βiX+γiY=(2/3)*Area where X=∑xi, Y=∑yi is ___ a) 0 b) 10 c) 20 d) 30 View AnswerAnswer: a Explanation: A linear triangular element has 3 nodes. With (xi, yi) as coordinates of ith node, the twice
of area is given by determinant of the matrix \(\begin{pmatrix}1&x1&y1\\1&x2&y2\\1&x3&y3&\end{pmatrix}\) which equals to (x1y2−x2y1)+(x2y3−x3y2)+(x3y1−x1y3). Then from the standard relation we have ∑βi=(y2−y3)+(y3−y1)+(y1−y2) =y2−y3+y3−y1+y1–y2 =0. 13. In a 3D axisymmetric solid, because of symmetry about the longitudinal
axis, the stresses do not vary along ___ coordinate. a) x b) y c) z d) θ View AnswerAnswer: d Explanation: In a 3D axisymmetric solid, because of the symmetry about the longitudinal z-axis, the stresses does not vary along circumferential direction i.e. along θ coordinate and such a problem can be treated as a two-dimensional problem.
14. For a linear triangular element with (xi, yi) as the coordinates of the ith node of the element the area=10units, the value of ∑γi from the standard relation αi+βiX+γiY=(2/3)*Area where X=∑xi, Y=∑yi is ___ a) 0 b) 10 c) 20 d) 30 View AnswerAnswer: a Explanation: A linear triangular element has 3 nodes. With (xi, yi) as coordinates of ith
node, the twice of area is given by determinant of the matrix\(\begin{pmatrix}1&x1&y1\\1&x2&y2\\1&x3&y3\end{pmatrix}\) which equals to (x1y2−x2y1)+(x2y3−x3y2)+(x3y1−x1y3).Then from the standard relation we have ∑γi=−(x2−x3)−(x3−x1)−(x1 − x2) =−x2+x3−x3+x1−x1+x2. =0. Sanfoundry Global Education & Learning Series – Finite
Element Method. To practice all areas of Finite Element Method, here is complete set of 1000+ Multiple Choice Questions and Answers. Participate in the Sanfoundry Certification contest to get free Certificate of Merit. Join our social networks below and stay updated with latest contests, videos, internships and jobs! Manish Bhojasia, a
technology veteran with 20+ years @ Cisco & Wipro, is Founder and CTO at Sanfoundry. He is Linux Kernel Developer & SAN Architect and is passionate about competency developments in these areas. He lives in Bangalore and delivers focused training sessions to IT professionals in Linux Kernel, Linux Debugging, Linux Device
Drivers, Linux Networking, Linux Storage, Advanced C Programming, SAN Storage Technologies, SCSI Internals & Storage Protocols such as iSCSI & Fiber Channel. Stay connected with him @ LinkedIn Loading Our 1000+ multiple choice questions and answers (MCQs) on "Finite Element Method" focus on all areas of Finite Element
Method covering 100+ topics. These topics are chosen from a collection of the most authoritative and best reference books on Finite Element Method. One should spend 1 hour daily practicing these MCQs for 2-3 months to learn and assimilate Finite Element Method subject comprehensively. This way of systematic learning will prepare
anyone easily for Finite Element Method exams, contests, online tests, quizzes, MCQ-tests, viva-voce, interviews, and certifications. - 1000+ Multiple Choice Questions & Answers (MCQs) in Finite Element Method with a detailed explanation of every question. - These MCQs cover theoretical concepts, true-false(T/F) statements, fill-in-the-
blanks and match the following style statements. - These MCQs also cover numericals as well as diagram oriented MCQs. - These MCQs are organized chapterwise and each Chapter is futher organized topicwise. - Every MCQ set focuses on a specific topic of a given Chapter in Finite Element Method Subject. – Students who are
preparing for college tests and exams such as mid-term tests and semester tests on Finite Element Method. - Students who are preparing for Online/Offline Tests/Contests in Finite Element Method. – Students who wish to sharpen their knowledge of Finite Element Method Subject. - Anyone preparing for Aptitude test in Finite Element
Method. - Anyone preparing for interviews (campus/off-campus interviews, walk-in interview and company interviews). - Anyone preparing for entrance examinations and other competitive examinations. - All - Experienced, Freshers and College / School Students. Here's the list of chapters on the "Finite Element Method" subject covering
100+ topics. You can practice the MCQs chapter by chapter starting from the 1st chapter or you can jump to any chapter of your choice. The section contains multiple choice questions and answers on finite element formulation, load vector, boundary conditions, shear force, bending moment, elastic support beams, beams with axial
loading and combine loads, timoshenko beam element, plane and three dimensional frames. The section contains questions and answers on finite element formulation and methods, stress calculations, mesh preparation, hexa hedral and higher order elements. Finite Element Formulation Stress Calculations Mesh Preparation Hexa
Hedral Elements and Higher Order Elements Problem Modelling Frontal Method for Finite Element Method The section contains MCQs on steady state heat transfer, torison, potential flow, seepage, electric fields and fluid flow ducts. Steady State Heat Transfer Torsion Potential Flow, Seepage, Electric & Magnetic Fields and Fluid Flow
Ducts The section contains multiple choice questions and answers on dynamic considerations formulation, element mass matrices, eigen values and vectors evaluation, shafts critical speeds program, guyan reduction and rigid body modes. Dynamic Considerations Formulation Element Mass Matrices Evaluation of Eigen Values & Eigen
Vectors Program for Determining Critical Speeds of Shafts Guyan Reduction Rigid Body Modes The section contains questions and answers on mesh generation, post processing, weighted integral forms, boundary value problems, approximation variational methods, mathematical concepts and formulae. Mesh Generation Post
Processing Need for Weighted Integral Forms Mathematical Concepts and Formulae Weak Formulation of Boundary Value Problems Variational Methods of Approximation The section contains MCQs on finite element analysis basic steps and second order boundary value applications. Basic Steps of Finite Element Analysis Second
Order Boundary Value Applications The section contains multiple choice questions and answers on euler-bernoulli beam and frame elements, plane truss, constraint equations inclusion, timoshenko beam and frame elements. The Euler-Bernoulli Beam Element Plane Truss and Euler-Bernoulli Frame Elements The Timoshenko Beam and
Frame Elements Inclusion of Constraint Equations The section contains questions and answers on approximation errors, errors measurements, convergence and accuracy of the solution. Approximation Errors Various Measures of Errors Convergence of Solution Accuracy of the Solution The section contains MCQs on eigen value and
time dependent problems, isoparametric formulation, numerical integration, computer implementation and program fem1dv2 applications. Eigen Value Problems Time Dependent Problems Isoparametric Formulation and Numerical Integration Computer Implementation Applications of Computer Program FEM1DV2 The section contains
MCQs on preprocessor, processor, computer program fem2dv2 applications, alternative formulations, non linear and three dimensional problems. Preprocessor Element Computation : Processor Applications of Computer Program FEM2DV2 Alternative Formulations Non Linear Problems Three Dimensional Problems The section contains
multiple choice questions and answers on compatibility and completeness requirements, polynomial forms, triangular and rectangular elements, isoparametric formulation, three dimensional and axis symmetric elements. Compatibility and Completeness Requirements Polynomial Forms Triangular Elements Rectangular Elements Three
Dimensional Elements Isoparametric Formulation Axis Symmetric Elements The section contains questions and answers on one dimensional conduction, two dimensional heat transfer formulation, fins heat transfer, three dimensional heat transfer, axis symmetric and time dependent heat transfer. One Dimensional Conduction One
Dimensional Conduction with Convection Two Dimensional Heat Transfer Formulation Two Dimensional Heat transfer Formulation with Heat Generation Heat Transfer in Fins Three Dimensional Heat Transfer Axis Symmetric Heat Transfer Time Dependent Heat Transfer The section contains MCQs on shell forces formulation, shell finite
analysis, thin plates formulation, mindlin’s plate element, rectangular plate element with 12 and 16 dof. Formulation of Forces on Shell Finite Analysis on Shell Formulation of Thin Plates Rectangular Plate Element with 12 and 16 DOF Mindlin’s Plate Element The section contains multiple choice questions and answers on plane stress,
plane strain, plane quadrilateral element, solids three dimensional stress analysis and torsion analysis, stress and strain computation. Plane Stress Plane Strain Plane Quadrilateral Element Three Dimensional Stress Analysis in Solids Stress and Strain Computation Torsion Analysis in Solids The section contains questions and answers
on commercial packages, finite element analysis programs, fea packages desirable and undesirable features. Commercial Packages Desirable and Undesirable Features of FEA Packages Programs of Finite Element Analysis If you would like to learn "Finite Element Method" thoroughly, you should attempt to work on the complete set of
1000+ MCQs - multiple choice questions and answers mentioned above. It will immensely help anyone trying to crack an exam or an interview. Wish you the best in your endeavor to learn and master Finite Element Method! Manish Bhojasia, a technology veteran with 20+ years @ Cisco & Wipro, is Founder and CTO at Sanfoundry. He is
Linux Kernel Developer & SAN Architect and is passionate about competency developments in these areas. He lives in Bangalore and delivers focused training sessions to IT professionals in Linux Kernel, Linux Debugging, Linux Device Drivers, Linux Networking, Linux Storage, Advanced C Programming, SAN Storage Technologies,
SCSI Internals & Storage Protocols such as iSCSI & Fiber Channel. Stay connected with him @ LinkedIn
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